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The Oval School is situated in Yardley, Birmingham. We are a three form 
entry school with a nursery, and there are currently 627 pupils on roll, with 
an almost equal split of boys and girls.
32.1% of pupils have English as an addition language (National 21.3%). 
14.4% of our pupils have SEND and 52.6% of pupils receive free school 
meals (the national average is 22.4%).
Pupils join us from a wide variety of backgrounds. We presently have 8 
religions and 23 races in school. A truly 'multicultural community' we 
celebrate all the major world religions and our religious education features 
intercultural topics such as places of worship and holy books - so all of our 
community are included and valued.
Our progress score for reading in Key Stage 2 in 2019 was well above 
average and we have a well established reading curriculum. Our Year 2 
reading and Year 1 phonics in 2019 were also above the national average. 
We are part of the drb Ignite Multi Academy Trust which consists of nine 
primary schools.



Explore -
Strengths

Our baseline data from surveys and feedback revealed:

• 92% of Key Stage 2 either loved reading or thought it was okay.

• 63% of children in Key Stage 2 said their teachers read to them every day or 
several times a week. 87% of children either loved their teacher reading aloud to 
them or thought it was okay. 

• Learning walks and pupil voice revealed that most teachers in Key Stage One read 
to their children every day.



Explore –Areas 
for Development

Our baseline data from surveys and feedback revealed:

• Staff knowledge about current children’s authors was very limited.  Most responses 
were from authors promoted by school, authors from their childhood or celebrity 
authors. 

• Children’s knowledge of books and authors was also limited. Some named their 
book banded home reader, AR books or class reading books. 

• On the whole, teachers did not know about the reading preferences of the 
children in their class.

• There was a wide range of responses about teachers reading every day to their 
class and how much children enjoyed this.

• Most children were not read to at home.

• 39% of children did not talk about what they chose to read in school.



Prepare

The aims of our action plan were:

• Broaden staff knowledge of current literature and other texts so that staff can use 
growing expertise to promote a love of reading across school.

• Expand staff knowledge of children’s reading preferences, behaviours and 
attitudes so that reading for pleasure is valued and has high priority across school.

We also really wanted to involve parents more in supporting their children’s reading 
but knew we couldn’t do everything all at once!

• Increase and improve class read aloud sessions.

Change Team

Focus Groups

Performance 
Management 

Targets



Deliver Training Day  January 2021

Aim One - Broaden staff knowledge of current literature and other texts so that staff 
can use growing expertise to promote a love of reading across school.

• A children’s book was shared at the beginning of staff meetings. Books from new 
authors were promoted alongside other texts. 

• Staff email signatures included ‘I am currently reading …’

• Bookplates on doors with books 
staff are reading.

Informal book talk between members 
of staff could be heard. Teachers were 
swapping books and talking about 
texts.

Non-teaching 
staff joined in! 



Deliver
Aim Two - Expand staff knowledge of children’s reading preferences, behaviours and 
attitudes so that reading for pleasure is valued and has high priority across school.

Teachers shared their reading 
rivers with their class and asked 
the children to do the same.

Informal book 
talk 

Children 
recommended 
books to their peers 
& teachers 
recommended 
books to children.

Children voted for the story they wanted each day/ week. 
This happened during lockdown in some classes and then 
continued back in school.

3 word 
feedback

Daily ERIC time was introduced with 
access to the ‘New and Bold’ books! 
“I’m liking reading more because our new 
books are entertaining and funny.” BI 
Year 6

“When the teacher says it’s time to read I 
whisper YESSSSS to myself!” SK Year 6



Deliver
Aim Three – Increase and improve class read-aloud sessions

Read aloud sessions proved 
very popular during 
lockdown. 

When children are read aloud to, they are enveloped in a risk free learning environment that ‘removes the 
pressure of achievement and the fear of failure, allowing the freedom to wonder, question, and enjoy 
reading material beyond their reading abilities.” Cremin et al., 2014

A range of quality texts 
was purchased to 
enhance and improve 
read aloud sessions. 
Children gave their 3 
word feedback for the 
stories they heard. 

An expectation of daily reading was set for all 
teachers. 

“I like it when my teacher reads because you can 
relax and go to another world.” Year 6 child

“I love listening to my teacher on Class 
Dojo because it helps me not miss 
school as much”  TP Year 1

“I can understand harder books more when my 
teacher reads them.”  Year 4 child

“I love voting for my 
favourite story and I 
always hope Miss will 
read that one. It’s 
exciting!” Year 1

90% of children perceived their 
teachers to love reading (from 84%)  
There was an interesting change in 
reasons for not liking to listen to their 
teacher….



Review & Sustain
Questionnaires were repeated and children’s                                                                              
views captured – June 2021.

• Staff knowledge about current children’s authors had 
improved considerably. Current contemporary authors as 
well as culturally diverse authors were named.

• Children’s knowledge of authors was also much broader.  All could name more 
than 2 authors and had much more diverse favourite books. No children named a 
guided reading book as their favourite book. 

• Teachers could talk about the reading habits of the children in their class and many 
could clearly explain the impact of the project on their children. They could also 
recommend books to the children.

• 59% of children reported speaking with their teacher about books they chose to 
read (previously 39%)

• 59% of children reported speaking with their teacher about books they chose to 
read (previously 39%)



Review & Sustain
• Some change in reading habits for the 104 focus children was seen in 

all but 2 children. Some are on the start of their reading journey. The 
level of impact varied. All of the 39 lowest 20% children demonstrated 
a positive change. This ranged from more engagement during story 
times to an increased belief in themselves as a reader. 

• TP – Year 1 

Other evidence: 
One reception child (AS) would rarely visit the reading area and now is excited by the vote and visits the reading area to 
choose a familiar book to read.

Reception teacher: “Discussions surrounding reading have become richer with more enthusiastic children.”

Year 2 child: “I used to just look at the pictures at the beginning (of Year 2) but now I want to read the words so I can find out 
what happens. And I can!”

Year 1 child who was not interested in reading now keeps a familiar book on his table so he can read it later and attempts to
read it independently. Previously he would frequently become frustrated and throw books.

Year 5 focus child thought she could only read orange book banded books until a discussion with her teacher. Her teacher 
then sourced her some interesting books that she could read which has resulted in an increase in enthusiasm and confidence. 
“I don’t like normal books Miss – I like scary ones.”    

Reading for Pleasure non-negotiables will be shared with staff to ensure a consistent approach.

Success stories from the project so far will be shared with all staff.

Information about the children and their reading habits will be part of our end of year handover to 
ensure the momentum is sustained. Teachers will have access to the questionnaire responses to 
help them build the reading experiences in their class. 



Conclusion & Next Steps

• We can make a huge difference.

Involve parents more and get them on board with some of the research.

Continue to use and develop pupil voice when making reading decisions.  

Regularly share good practice across school and celebrate what is going well. 

• The enthusiasm and engagement of teachers is key to children becoming readers.

Develop post-pandemic inviting reading areas with ideas from the children.

Don’t take on too much all at once! Keep focussed and keep evaluating.

Embed what has worked well. Include daily ERIC as part of our school policy.

• Leading whole school change is challenging – especially when amidst a pandemic. 

• Don’t try and do too much all at once. Keep evaluating and reflecting.

• Quality texts are key to hooking children in and helping them become readers. 

• We can make huge changes to childrens’ futures with small changes in school. 



Questions?


